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Media Censorship Kekla Magoon 2010-09-01 This title gives readers a balanced look at the issue of media censorship and the surrounding
arguments. Readers will learn about different types of censorship, such as movie ratings and censorship in libraries, at schools, and in the
press. Common arguments, such as the First Amendment are explained, as well as laws surrounding censorship and famous court cases.
Also covered are major groups in the debate, such as ACLU, ALA, MPAA, and AFA, and their arguments. Color photos and informative
sidebars accompany easy-to-follow text. Features include a timeline, facts, additional resources, web sites, a glossary, a bibliography, and an
index. Essential Viewpoints is a series in Essential Library, an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
In Cold Fear Pamela Hunt Steinle 2000 Attempts to remove Catcher from high schools as an "un-American" text have generated continuous
and extensive controversy, distinguishing it as one of the most frequently taught postwar novels - and the most frequently censored."--BOOK
JACKET.
Banned in the U.S.A. Herbert N. Foerstel 1994 Looks at the impact of book banning, ranks the fifty most frequently banned books, and
includes interviews with banned authors
A History of ALA Policy on Intellectual Freedom Office for Intellectual Freedom (OIF) 2015-07-01 Collecting several key documents and
policy statements, this supplement to the ninth edition of the Intellectual Freedom Manual traces a history of ALA’s commitment to fighting
censorship. An introductory essay by Judith Krug and Candace Morgan, updated by OIF Director Barbara Jones, sketches out an overview of
ALA policy on intellectual freedom. An important resource, this volume includes documents which discuss such foundational issues as The
Library Bill of RightsProtecting the freedom to readALA’s Code of EthicsHow to respond to challenges and concerns about library
resourcesMinors and internet activityMeeting rooms, bulletin boards, and exhibitsCopyrightPrivacy, including the retention of library usage
records
Lessons in Censorship Catherine J. Ross 2015-10-19 American public schools censor controversial student speech that the Constitution
protects. Catherine Ross brings clarity to court rulings that define speech rights of young citizens and proposes ways to protect free
expression, arguing that the failure of schools to respect civil liberties betrays their educational mission and threatens democracy.
Censorship Gail Blasser Riley 1998 More than two hundred years ago, the Founding Fathers established, with the first amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, the right to freedom of expression and free speech. Since then, the issues of how absolute this "freedom" is and if and
when it should be censored have pervaded American thought and laws. Regulations on speech during wartime and freedom of the press
dominated the legal controversies at the beginning of the 20th century. Now, at the century's close, issues have arisen over new forms of
media and types of electronic communication that our ancestors could never have imagined. In Censorship, Gail Blasser Riley offers an
objective overview of these subjects, examining the controversies that surround them in both a historical and a contemporary context.
Self-Censorship in Contexts of Conflict Daniel Bar-Tal 2017-10-30 This groundbreaking volume explores the concept of self-censorship as it
relates to individuals and societies and functions as a barrier to peace. Defining self-censorship as the act of intentionally and voluntarily
withholding information from others in the absence of formal obstacles, the volumes introduces self-censorship as one of the sociopsychological mechanisms that prevent the free flow of information and thus obstruct proper functioning of democratic societies. Moreover
it analyzes this socio-psychological phenomenon specifically in the context of intractable conflict, providing much evidence from the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Moving from the micro to the macro level, the collected chapters put the individual as the focal unit of psychological
analysis while embedding the individual in multiple levels of context including families, organizations, and societies. Following a firm
conceptual explanation of self-censorship, a selection of both emerging and prominent scholars describe the ways in which self-censorship
factors into families, organizations, education, academia, and other settings. Further chapters discuss self-censorship in military contexts,
narratives of political violence, and the media. Finally, the volume concludes by looking at the ways in which harmful self-censorship in
societies can be overcome, and explores the future of self-censorship research. In doing so, this volume solidifies self-censorship as an
important phenomenon of social behavior with major individual and collective consequences, while stimulating exciting and significant new
research possibilities in the social and behavioral sciences. Conceptually carving out a new area in peace psychology, Self Censorship in
Contexts of Peace and Conflict will appeal to psychologists, sociologists, peace researchers, political scientists, practitioners, and all those
with a wish to understand the personal and societal functioning of individuals in the real world.
Book Banning in 21st-Century America Emily J. M. Knox 2015-01-16 Book Banning in 21st Century America, based on thirteen contemporary
book challenge cases in schools and public libraries across the United States argues that understanding contemporary reading practices,
especially interpretive strategies, is vital to understanding why people attempt to censor books in schools and public libraries.
Censorship across Borders Alberto Lázaro 2011-07-12 This volume brings together twelve essays which explore European censorship of
English literature in the last century. Taking into consideration the various social, political and historical contexts in which literary controls
were imposed and the extent to which they were determined by national and international concerns, these essays comment on political and
moral censorship, self-censorship, and the role of the translator as censor. Besides systematic state control, other hidden and insidious forms
of censorship are also surveyed in the essays. This study considers why certain works and authors, many of them now regarded as canonical,
were targeted in various states and often under opposing ideologies, such as those dominated by conservative Catholic morality and those
governed by communism or socialism. The essays contain previously unpublished material, cover a wide range of authors – including
Beckett, Eliot, Joyce and Orwell – and analyse diverse censorship systems operating across Europe, thus serving as a useful comparative
resource. Despite the variety of structures of suppression, the study shows that certain common practices can be discerned across national
borders and that general conclusions can be drawn about the complex and ambiguous nature of the state’s relationship with culture and
about the immediate and long-term impact of censorship, not only on the author and publisher but on society as a whole. Finally, the essays
are also significant for what they tell us about the survival of literature, despite the best efforts of the censors.
Journalist Safety and Self-Censorship Anna Grøndahl Larsen 2020-07-09 This book explores the relationship between the safety of journalists
and self-censorship practices around the world, including local case studies and regional and international perspectives. Bringing together
scholars and practitioners from around the globe, Journalist Safety and Self-Censorship provides new and updated insights into patterns of
self-censorship and free speech, focusing on a variety of factors that affect these issues, including surveillance, legislation, threats, violent
conflict, gender-related stereotypes, digitisation and social media. The contributions examine topics such as trauma, risk and self-censorship
among journalists in different regions of the world, including Central America, Estonia, Turkey, Uganda and Pakistan. The book also
provides conceptual clarity to the notion of journalist self-censorship, and explores the question of how self-censorship may be studied
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empirically. Combining both theoretical and practical knowledge, this collection serves as a much-needed resource for any academic,
student of journalism, practicing journalist, or NGO working on issues of journalism, safety, free speech and censorship.
How Sudden Censorship Can Increase Access to Information William R. Hobbs 2018 Conventional wisdom assumes that increased
censorship will strictly decrease access to information. We delineate circumstances when increases in censorship will expand access to
information. When governments suddenly impose censorship on previously uncensored information, citizens accustomed to acquiring this
information will be incentivized to learn methods of censorship evasion. These tools provide continued access to the newly blocked
information and also extend users' ability to access information that has long been censored. We illustrate this phenomenon using millions of
individual-level actions of social media users in China before and after the block of Instagram. We show that the block inspired millions of
Chinese users to acquire virtual private networks (VPNs) and join censored websites like Twitter and Facebook. Despite initially being
apolitical, these new users began browsing blocked political pages on Wikipedia, following Chinese political activists on Twitter, and
discussing highly politicized topics such as opposition protests in Hong Kong.
Research Papers William Coyle 2006-07-15 The first-and still the best-research worktext for students, Research Papers leads students
through the step-by-step process of writing research papers, from initial research to final proofreading. This unique, spiral-bound manual
gives students a wealth of examples, as well as exercises that provide hands-on practice in the academic writing process. Up-to-the-minute
sections on documentation, plagiarism, and online research make Research Papers the most current resource available to today's students.
Case Against the New Censorship Alan Dershowitz 2021-04-20 In The Case Against the New Censorship: Protecting Free Speech from Big
Tech, Progressives, and Universities, Alan Dershowitz—New York Times bestselling author and one of America’s most respected legal
scholars—analyzes the current regressive war against freedom of speech being waged by well-meaning but dangerous censors and proposes
steps that can be taken to defend, reclaim, and strengthen freedom of speech and other basic liberties that are under attack. Alan
Dershowitz has been called “one of the most prominent and consistent defenders of civil liberties in America” by Politico and “the nation’s
most peripatetic civil liberties lawyer and one of its most distinguished defenders of individual rights” by Newsweek. He is also a fair-minded
and even-handed expert on the Constitution and our civil liberties, and in this book offers his knowledge and insight to help readers
understand the war being waged against free speech by the ostensibly well-meaning forces seeking to constrain this basic right. The Case
Against the New Censorship is an analysis of every aspect of the current fight against freedom of speech, from the cancellations and
deplatformings practiced by so-called progressives, to the powerful, seemingly arbitrary control exerted by Big Tech and social media
companies, to the stifling of debate and controversial thinking at public and private universities. It assesses the role of the Trump presidency
in energizing this backlash against basic liberties and puts it into a broader historical context as it examines how anti-Trump zealots
weaponized, distorted, and weakened constitutional protections in an effort to “get” Trump by any means. In the end, The Case Against the
New Censorship represents an icon in American law and politics exploring the current rapidly changing attitudes toward the value of free
speech and assessing potential ways to preserve our civil liberties. It is essential reading for anyone interested in or concerned about
freedom of speech and the efforts to constrain it, the possible effects this could have on our society, and the significance of both freedom of
speech and the battle against it in a greater historical and political context.
The Borkean Case Against Robert Bork's Case for Censorship Ilya Somin 2008
Free Speech Karen Zeinert 1995-01-01 This book examines the origins of free speech in this country & provides the historical context for
current debates. Efforts to control the media are explored & issues including hate groups, book burnings & violence on television are
discussed.
The Research Paper Audrey J. Roth 1989 More than just a research guide, this text teaches the processes of creating a report and introduces
students to the principles of good writing.
Researching Music Censorship Helmi Järviluoma 2017-06-23 Freedom of expression and its direct counterpart, censorship and silencing, are
increasingly gaining attention in the world of art and culture. Through the growth of social media and its worldwide distribution, arts and
cultural products are shared, and the increased visibility and audibility of culture is highlighted through iconic and pivotal clashes, such as
the fatwa on The Satanic Verses in 1989, the recurring bans on the music of Wagner, the alleged censorship of playlists following 9/11, and
the cartoon crisis in 2006. This volume takes the discussion directly to the field of music studies in a broad frame and insists on examining
music censorship in a global perspective. The book addresses the important and increasingly relevant issue of scholarship on music
censorship and thus contributes to a detailed understanding of the phenomenon. Often, words and semantic meaning are held to be
determining to the restrictions on musicians and singers, but as this collection documents, the reasons for censorship might not always be
found in verbal messages. Rather, the positioning of a more broad understanding of why and how music can convey meaning and
accordingly trigger censorship and bans is at the heart of this work. The complexity of music censorship includes historical, structural as
well as emotional ‘listenings’ and interpretations of sound. The topic, accordingly, is political, as well as scholarly urgent.
Forbidden Knowledge Hannah Marcus 2020-09-25 Forbidden Knowledge explores the censorship of medical books from their proliferation in
print through the prohibitions placed on them during the Counter-Reformation. How and why did books banned in Italy in the sixteenth
century end up back on library shelves in the seventeenth? Historian Hannah Marcus uncovers how early modern physicians evaluated the
utility of banned books and facilitated their continued circulation in conversation with Catholic authorities. Through extensive archival
research, Marcus highlights how talk of scientific utility, once thought to have begun during the Scientific Revolution, in fact began earlier,
emerging from ecclesiastical censorship and the desire to continue to use banned medical books. What’s more, this censorship in medicine,
which preceded the Copernican debate in astronomy by sixty years, has had a lasting impact on how we talk about new and controversial
developments in scientific knowledge. Beautiful illustrations accompany this masterful, timely book about the interplay between efforts at
intellectual control and the utility of knowledge.
Film Censorship Sheri Chinen Biesen 2018-08-28 Film Censorship is a concise overview of Hollywood censorship and efforts to regulate
American films. It provides a lean introductory survey of U.S. cinema censorship from the pre-Code years and classic studio system Golden
Age—in which film censorship thrived—to contemporary Hollywood. From the earliest days of cinema, movies faced controversy over screen
images and threats of censorship. This volume draws extensively on primary research from motion picture archives to unveil the fascinating
behind-the-scenes history of cinema censorship and explore how Hollywood responded to censorial constraints on screen content in a
changing American cultural and industrial landscape. This primer on American film censorship considers the historical evolution of motionpicture censorship in the United States spanning the Jazz Age Prohibition era, lobbying by religious groups against Hollywood, industry selfDownloaded from unbrokenchain.org on August 9, 2022 by guest

censorship for the Hays Office, federal propaganda efforts during wartime, easing of regulation in the 1950s and 1960s, the MPAA ratings
system, and the legacy of censorship in later years. Case studies include The Outlaw, The Postman Always Rings Twice, Scarface, Double
Indemnity, Psycho, Bonnie and Clyde, Midnight Cowboy, and The Exorcist, among many others.
Television and Growing Up: the Impact of Televised Violence United States. Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior 1972
Censored Margaret E. Roberts 2020-02-18 A groundbreaking and surprising look at contemporary censorship in China As authoritarian
governments around the world develop sophisticated technologies for controlling information, many observers have predicted that these
controls would be easily evaded by savvy internet users. In Censored, Margaret Roberts demonstrates that even censorship that is easy to
circumvent can still be enormously effective. Taking advantage of digital data harvested from the Chinese internet and leaks from China's
Propaganda Department, Roberts sheds light on how censorship influences the Chinese public. Drawing parallels between censorship in
China and the way information is manipulated in the United States and other democracies, she reveals how internet users are susceptible to
control even in the most open societies. Censored gives an unprecedented view of how governments encroach on the media consumption of
citizens.
Censorship The New York Times Editorial Staff 2019-07-15 In October 2018, Jamal Khashoggi, a prominent journalist who was critical of the
Saudi Arabian government, was assassinated at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul. His was an extreme case of censorship: the act of
suppressing people, platforms, and ideas that are contrary to the status quo. Why do governments, publications, and other entities censor
information? Is motivation driven only by authoritarian power, or are there sometimes benefits to censorship, as in that of the U.S. press
during times of war? In this collection, readers encounter cases of suppression in the arts, scientific studies, and the evolution of censorship
in the internet age, particularly in nations such as China, Russia, and Saudi Arabia. Media literacy questions and terms aid readers in
analyzing how this complex topic is reported.
Hong Kong Under Chinese Rule Yongnian Zheng 2013 This edited volume is a compilation of the analyses written by East Asian Institute
experts on Hong Kong since the handover. It covers most, if not all the important events that have taken place in Hong Kong since 1997,
including its economic integration and relations with China, its governance conundrums, the Hong Kong identity and nation-building, the
implementation of the minimum wage, and the elections from 2011OCo2012. The book''s panoramic view of Hong Kong makes it a useful
resource for readers who seek a broad understanding of the city and how it has evolved after its return to China. It also offers some glimpses
into the direction Hong Kong is heading in its socio-economic relations with China at both the state and society levels, as well as its domestic
political developments and the prospects for democratization.
Research in Education 1974
Encyclopedia of Censorship Jonathon Green 2009-01-01 Articles examine the history and evolution of censorship, presented in A to Z format.
Censorship Derek Jones 2001-12-01 First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Censorship Frank Caso 2008 The issue of censorship remains prevalent in society, taking on many different forms - from suppressing
individuals' rights to speak freely and read what they choose to curtailing the independence of the media. This work examines the history
and practices of censorship in five countries - the United States, Russia, China, Zimbabwe, and Egypt.
Censorship and Student Communication in Online and Offline Settings Oluwole, Joseph O. 2015-09-14 While freedom of speech is a
defining characteristic of the United States, the First Amendment right is often regulated within certain environments. For years, schools
have attempted to monitor and regulate student communication both within the educational environment and in student use of social media
and other online communication tools. Censorship and Student Communication in Online and Offline Settings is a comprehensive reference
source that addresses the issues surrounding student’s right to free speech in on and off-campus settings. Featuring relevant coverage on
the implications of digital media as well as constitutional and legal considerations, this publication is an essential resource for school
administrators, educators, students, and policymakers interested in uncovering the reasons behind student censorship and the challenges
associated with the regulation of students’ free speech.
Offensive Personal Product Advertisements on the Broadcast Media Gary Shinners 1979*
The Censorship Issue Craig Donnellan 2001 The issue of sex and violence in films, television, videos and computer games is causing
increasing concern. Meanwhile, many are calling for ways to regulate the content of the Internet. Some argue that stricter controls should
be imposed by the government while others see such moves as a threat to our civil liberties. This text explores the growing debate
surrounding the issue of censorship and presents a wide variety of views.
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1968 A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts
a future world in which all printed reading material is burned.
Freedom of Expression in the Arts Eddin Khoo 2003
Censored Books Nicholas J. Karolides 1993 A collection of essays confronting the censorship issue, including six authors' views and
defenses of individual books.
The Censor's Hand Carl E. Schneider 2015-04-10 An argument that the system of boards that license human-subject research is so
fundamentally misconceived that it inevitably does more harm than good. Medical and social progress depend on research with human
subjects. When that research is done in institutions getting federal money, it is regulated (often minutely) by federally required and
supervised bureaucracies called “institutional review boards” (IRBs). Do—can—these IRBs do more harm than good? In The Censor's Hand,
Schneider addresses this crucial but long-unasked question. Schneider answers the question by consulting a critical but ignored
experience—the law's learning about regulation—and by amassing empirical evidence that is scattered around many literatures. He
concludes that IRBs were fundamentally misconceived. Their usefulness to human subjects is doubtful, but they clearly delay, distort, and
deter research that can save people's lives, soothe their suffering, and enhance their welfare. IRBs demonstrably make decisions poorly.
They cannot be expected to make decisions well, for they lack the expertise, ethical principles, legal rules, effective procedures, and
accountability essential to good regulation. And IRBs are censors in the place censorship is most damaging—universities. In sum, Schneider
argues that IRBs are bad regulation that inescapably do more harm than good. They were an irreparable mistake that should be abandoned
so that research can be conducted properly and regulated sensibly.
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Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime Marcus K. Rogers 2013-10-01 This book contains a selection of thoroughly refereed and revised
papers from the Fourth International ICST Conference on Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime, ICDF2C 2012, held in October 2012 in
Lafayette, Indiana, USA. The 20 papers in this volume are grouped in the following topical sections: cloud investigation; malware;
behavioral; law; mobile device forensics; and cybercrime investigations.
Immediately Verifiable Jason Judd 2013-05-01 Immediately Verifiable was written by Jason Judd while studying censorship in a Liberal
Studies Master's program at MadonnaUniversity in Livonia, Michigan. The essays contained within the work are primarily cited research
that was done during those graduate studies, while some of the creative works simply exemplify the effects of censorship on the individual in
modern American society. Censorship is looked at in the current framework found within the political climate of the USA Patriot Act as it
pertains to popular American culture, communication, and media. Jason Judd looks at the morality of censorship under the USA Patriot Act
and he draws from the fundamentals of many disciplines, everything from social psychology, to the philosophies of the Enlightenment and
the beliefs of the Framers of our Constitution, to information technology.
The New Censorship Joel Simon 2014-11-11 An examination of how the media is under fire and how to safeguard journalists and the
information they seek to share with the public. Journalists are being imprisoned and killed in record numbers. Online surveillance is
annihilating privacy, and the Internet can be brought under government control at any time. Joel Simon, the executive director of the
Committee to Protect Journalists, warns that we can no longer assume that our global information ecosystem is stable, protected, and
robust. Journalists are increasingly vulnerable to attack by authoritarian governments, militants, criminals, and terrorists, who all seek to
use technology, political pressure, and violence to set the global information agenda. Reporting from Pakistan, Russia, Turkey, Egypt, and
Mexico, among other hotspots, Simon finds journalists under threat from all sides. The result is a growing crisis in information—a shortage
of the news we need to make sense of our globalized world and fight human rights abuses, manage conflict, and promote accountability.
Drawing on his experience defending journalists on the front lines, he calls on “global citizens,” U.S. policy makers, international law
advocates, and human rights groups to create a global freedom-of-expression agenda tied to trade, climate, and other major negotiations. He
proposes ten key priorities, including combating the murder of journalists, ending censorship, and developing a global free-expression
charter to challenge the criminal and corrupt forces that seek to manipulate the world's news. “Wise and insightful. [Simon] offers hope to
all who care about maintaining the free flow of information in a world full of would-be censors.”—Ann Cooper, Columbia Journalism School
The Encyclopaedia Britannica 1911
Censorship in the american press in World War II and the 'Code of Wartime Practices' Ludwig Andert 2008-04-09 Seminar paper from the
year 2007 in the subject Communications - Media and Politics, Politic Communications, grade: 1,3, University of Siegen, course: Censorship Concept & Case Studies, 12 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: On June 25th, 1943, American press editors received a
confidential note, the contents an purpose of which was hard to understand even for those who were familiar with the technical terms. It
said: “[...] you are asked not to publish or broadcast any information whatever regarding war experiments involving: Production or utilization
of atom smashing, atomic energy, atomic fission, atomic splitting, or any of their equivalents. The use for military purposes of radium or
radioactive materials, heavy water, high voltage discharge equipment, cyclotrons. The following elements or any of their compounds:
polonium, uranium, ytterbium, hafnium, protactinium, radium, rhenium, thorium, deuterium.” What sounded “like Greek” to the selected
adressees of the request, in retrospective can be identified even by an amateur as the attempt to hide evidence that the US government was
doing research on a nuclear device. It was about to play a decisive role in the ending of the Pacific War. Since the United States' entry in
World War II, domestic censorship had to draw a line very carefully: On the one hand, the First Amendment to the Constitution grands the
freedom of speech and the press; on the other hand, sensitive information, if revealed to the public, could fall into the hands of enemy
agents. To handle this task, the government set in effect a voluntary censorship, building up on every journalist's patriotic instinct not to
publish anything that might be a threat to the war effort. How was censorship organized? What kind of information was censored? Is there
an actual difference between voluntary and mandatory censorship? These are questions the following research paper will elaborate on. A
brief overview of the practices of censorship in times of war will accompany the analysis. Finally, the text makes an attempt to answer the
question how the United States “survived” the censorship period and how it affected further censorship strategies. An important source for
this paper is the book “Secrets of Victory. The Office of Censorship and the American Press and Radio in World War II” by Michael S.
Sweeney, that has been published in 2001. Censorship of the press during war is common to many countries and has been used for strategic
ends in many periods of time. A characteristic for modern wars in particular is a “difference of interest”, with journalists torn between their
task to report “as truthfully as possible” and a responsibility not to help the enemy.
Translation and Censorship in Different Times and Landscapes Maria Lin Moniz 2009-03-26 This volume is a selection of papers presented at
the international conference on Translation and Censorship. From the 18th Century to the Present Day, held in Lisbon in November 2006.
Although censorship in Spain under Franco dictatorship has already been thoroughly studied, the Portuguese situation under Salazar and
Caetano has been, so far, almost ignored by the academic research. This is then an attempt to start filling this gap. At the same time, new
case studies about the Spanish context are presented, thus contributing to a critical view of two Iberian dictatorial regimes. However other
geographical and time contexts are also included: former dictatorships such as Brazil and Communist Czechoslovakia; present day countries
with very strict censoring apparatus such as China, or more subtle censorial mechanisms as Turkey and Ukraine. Specific situations of past
centuries are given some attention: the reception of Ovid in Portugal, the translation of English narrative fiction into Spanish in the 18th
century, the translation of children literature in Victorian England and the emergence of the picaresque novel in Portugal in the 19th
century. Other forms of censorship, namely self-censorship, are studied in this volume as well. "The book fits in one of the most innovative
fields of research in translation studies, i.e. the study of social and political constraints on translation processes and translation functions.
More specifically, the concept of censorship is crucial to the understanding of these constraints, especially in spatio-temporal settings where
translation exhibits conflicts between what is acceptable for and what is prohibited by a given culture. For that reason, detailed descriptive
research is needed in as many situations as possible. It gives an excellent view on the complex mechanisms of censorship with regard to
translation within a large number of modern European and non European cultures. In addition to articles devoted to cases dealing with
China, Brazil, Great-Britain, Turkey, Ukraine or Czechoslovakia, Spain and Portugal occupy a prominent role. As a whole, the volume marks
an important step forward in our growing understanding of the role of socio-political factors for the development and changes of translation
policies. I highly recommend the publication." Prof. dr. Lieven D’hulst, Professor of Translation Studies at K.U.Leuven (Belgium).
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